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Topics 
Covered 
Today

● Writing Instruction
● Grading Writing Online
● Campus Resources Online



The Writing Committee on FW/AW
○ The writing curriculum was designed to be supportive of the general college curriculum and 

programmatic content and it should continue in this fashion.  The priority is for faculty to 
consider their content and curriculum and how their courses will deliver that content/curriculum 
in a remote learning format, and then consider how writing can support students learning 
that content.

○ Some questions to consider as you plan:
■ What are the learning outcomes of your course?  How are you now planning to meet 

them?  How can writing support those learning outcomes?
■ If you have to cut content that students were going to write about (e.g.: labs, in-class 

experiences, observations), is there some other component of the course students can 
write about instead?

■ In short: how will students be learning?  How can writing support that learning?



Writing Instruction

● Ways to use writing to process
● Resources on online writing instruction
● Instructor & peer feedback
● Using digital tools



Using Writing to Process

Set aside a few minutes at the start of a 
class session for writing, or assign for HW

Use the Journal activity on Moodle 
(single-student groups), or students’ choice 
of medium

Offer course-related questions, or provide 
space for students to choose topics, 
questions, concerns



Using Digital Tools

Students 
collected 

evidence from 
Taylor Swift 

videos before 
class.  At start 
of class, they 
dumped their 

evidence into a 
shared Google 

doc.



Using Digital Tools

I divided the 
class into two 

groups in 
breakout rooms 
and each group 

went through 
the evidence for 

a particular 
argument and 

grouped it 
together, 
deleting 
repeats.

Then we 
reconvened and I 
asked them to tell 
me why they made 

the choices they 
did and we talked 

about 
organizational 

strategies 
(e.g.: topical, 

chronological).



Using Digital Tools

Then I had 
them write 
potential 

thesis 
statements 

based on the 
evidence, 

after which 
we went 

through them 
and I helped 
them polish 

them up.



Writing Instruction

● Ways to use writing to process
● Resources on online writing instruction
● Instructor & peer feedback
● Using digital tools
● Inviting expert visitors to class



Inviting Expert Visitors to Class

REAL LIFE 
MEDIA SCHOLAR

Myles McNutt!

Talked to students about:
● How he developed his topic
● How he gathered evidence
● How he revised the chapter 

based on peer review
● ...AND MORE!



● Instructor feedback
● Rubrics
● Grading criteria
● TurnItIn

Grading Writing Online



Example of Marked-Up Assignment Using PDF Viewer (iPad / Apple Pencil)



Sample Rubric



Campus Resources Online

● The Writing Center is online
○ PWAs offering remote synchronous sessions
○ Tutorials/presentations for classes are still an option











Campus Resources Online

● The Writing Center is online
○ PWAs offering remote synchronous sessions
○ Tutorials/presentations for classes are still an option

● The library is online
○ Chat reference available 10a-12p & 2-4p M-F, 7-9pm M-Th
○ Use ILL to access PDFs of book chapters or articles



Resources available via library homepage

Resources!

Live Chat!


